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The Jewelled Moth The Sinclair S Mysteries
This book argues for a new interdisciplinary approach to the study of the Transeuphratene
district of the Achaemenid Empire which included Syria, Phoenicia, Palestine and
Cyprus. It is argued that the processes of cultural change need closer study, for example,
the introduction of coinage and the coin economy, the sources of tension over problems
of power and identity, the emergence of city-states similar to the Greek model, the
development of mercenary armies, and the opening up of the western fringe of the
Persoian Empire to the Greek world.Translated from the French by J Edward Crowley.
"They Call Me Carpenter: A Tale of the Second Coming" by Upton Sinclair. Published
by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre.
From well-known classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten−or yet
undiscovered gems−of world literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each
Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all
e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible
to everyone in a high-quality digital format.
This gorgeously designed retelling of The Nutcracker will make the perfect Christmas
present for ballet fans everywhere! In snow white covered St. Petersburg, young dancer
Stana’s dreams have finally come true – she has been chosen to play the lead role in
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Tchaikovsky’s new ballet, The Nutcracker. But with all eyes looking at her, can Stana
overcome her nerves and dance like she’s never danced before? From the author of the
bestselling The Sinclair Mysteries, Katherine Woodfine, and Waterstone’s Book Prize
winner, Lizzy Stewart, this sumptuous and magical retelling of The Nutcracker will
transport you on a journey fay beyond the page. Praise for Katherine Woodfine's The
Sinclair's Mysteries series: ‘A wonderful book, with a glorious heroine and a true spirit of
adventure’ Katherine Rundell, award-winning author of Rooftoppers 'Dastardliness on a
big scale is uncovered in this well-plotted, evocative novel' The Sunday Times 'It's a
dashing plot, an atmospheric setting and an extensive and imaginative cast. Katherine
Woodfine handles it all with aplomb' The Guardian Praise for Lizzy Stewart's There's a
Tiger in the Garden (Winner of the Waterstones Children's Book Prize 2017, Illustrated
Books Category): ‘A journey of discovery’ The Guardian ‘A stunning testament to the
power of imagination’ Metro
Based on the life of Rose Bertin, credited with creating haute-couture; inspiring, bold,
and readable story; includes full-color illustrations that evoke a sense of the period; and
written by the author of the bestselling The Mystery of the Clockwork Sparrow.Rose
dreams of creating clothes for the women of Paris. But when a chance encounter with
royalty changes her life, she must draw on all her skills to design the most breathtaking
dress of them all. Inspired by the real-life story of Rose Bertin.
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The Sinclair's Mysteries 04
The Shores of Grace
The Mystery of the Clockwork Sparrow
Villains in Venice (Taylor and Rose Secret Agents 3)
Debutantes and the London Season
PAC K YOUR TRUNK, WE'RE OFF TO RUSSIA! The young detectives TAYLOR
& ROSE are back with a brand new MYSTERY to uncover, and this time they're
in St. Petersburg! After their EXPLOSIVE and SUC C ESSFUL mission in Paris,
and with MISS SOPHIE TAYLOR missing in AC TION, the SEC RET SERVIC E
BUREAU has sent the fearless MISS LILIAN ROSE off to the misty canals and
glittering palaces in St. Petersburg to find her SOPHIE and SAVE the day.
MYSTERY and DANGER lies behind the gold statues and grand churches, but
Lilian is PREPARED to put her agent skills to work. And is ready to show how
good she is at being a SPY! Read the first in the TAYLOR AND ROSE SEC RET
AGENTS series: PERIL IN PARIS The SINC LAIR'S MYSTERIES series: THE C
LOC KWORK SPARROW THE JEWELLED MOTH THE PAINTED DRAGON
THE MIDNIGHT PEAC OC K Perfect for fans of Enid Blyton, C hris Riddell's
Goth Girl and Robin Stevens' Murder Most Unladylike series.
Reproduction of the original: The Haunters of the Silences by Charles G.D.
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Roberts
Anyone wanting to explore the world of a truly creative mind should read this
book. The Odyssey is as much the reader's as it is the author's as she takes you
on a compelling, courageous and visionary adventure. Sinclaire -- an
internationally renowned multi-faceted artist -- film-maker, poet, theatre director,
painter and healer -- represents a force that is succeeding in bringing a new
paradigm of awareness and spiritual healing into the mainstream. The power of
her storytelling is more than matched by the author's sublime artwork. A book
that is both highly spiritual and down-to-earth.
Get set for another incredible adventure with secret agents extraordinaire, Miss
Sophie Taylor and Miss Lillian Rose! After the dramatic events of their mission to
St Petersburg, Sophie and Lil know the truth - there's a double-agent at work at
the Secret Service Bureau. Whilst Lil pursues a dangerous line of enquiry in
London, Sophie must set out on a new mission to Venice, following a twisted trail
to discover long-buried secrets. But there are villains lurking amongst the city's
piazzas, canals and crumbling palaces, and in the shadows an old enemy lies in
wait...
The Silver Serpent (Agatha Oddly, Book 3)
Winter Magic
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A System of Dogmatics
New Perspectives on Transeuphratene
The Mystery of the Jewelled Moth
Shortlisted for The Readings Children's Book Prize 2015 Adventure and danger lie just off the
edge of the map in this swashbuckling new trilogy! Quinn's older brothers may long for
adventure, but he is content with a quiet life on the farm. Destiny, however, has other plans. The
King is determined to create the first map of the world and has scoured the kingdom for boys
who could become mapmakers. When Quinn is chosen for the King's training school, he's
amazed - but that is nothing compared to his shock when he is selected as one of the three
mapmakers and finds himself on board a ship, competing for the big prize. So begins Quinn's
reluctant journey deep into the unknown, on a ship captained by a slave, with a stowaway girl
on board, and a mysterious sea monster that seems to be following them. Hot on their trail are
the other competitors for the King's prize, who will stop at nothing to win. The Mapmaker
Chronicles: Race to the End of the World is packed with action, adventure and intrigue, as
Quinn battles unexpected enemies, discovers strange new lands and tries to conceal two very big
secrets from his crewmates... 'Not since Emily Rodda's Deltora Quest series has there been such
an exciting adventure tale from an Australian author' - Readings The Mapmaker Chronicles 1.
Race to the End of the World 2. Prisoner of the Black Hawk 3. Breath of the Dragon (October
2015)
A third mystery for thirteen-year-old Agatha Oddly – a bold, determined heroine, and the star of
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this stylish new detective series.
The festive season has come to Sinclair's and Sophie and Lil are spending the holidays at snowy
Winter Hall. As sinister secrets come to light, our intrepid heroines find themselves faced with a
more baffling mystery than ever before.
Wonder at the puzzling disappearance of the Jeweled Moth! Marvel as our heroines, Sophie and
Lil, don cunning disguises, mingle in high society and munch many cucumber sandwiches to
solve this curious case! Applaud their bravery as they follow a trail of terrible secrets that leads
straight to London's most dangerous criminal mastermind, and could put their own lives at risk .
. .It will be the most thrilling event of the season!A fast-paced and compelling mystery adventure
with gorgeous Edwardian period detail, this follow up to The Mystery of the Clockwork Sparrow
will thrill and captivate readers of all ages.
Spies in St. Petersburg
The Mystery of the Jeweled Moth
The Diary of Juliet Thompson
The Supreme Court A to Z
Race to the End of the World

"Links in the Chain of Life" by Baroness Orczy. Published by Good Press.
Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre.
From well-known classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten?or
yet undiscovered gems?of world literature, we issue the books that need to
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be read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and
formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to
produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a highquality digital format.
Inspired by Sophie Blanchard, the world's first female hot-air balloonist;
themes of overcoming anxiety and following your dreams; evocative and
empowering; and a companion to Rose's Dress of Dreams.Sophie longs to
watch a hot-air balloon sail across the blue sky. If she could just be brave
enough to face her fears, who knows where her journey might take her ... (A
reimagining of the childhood of Sophie Blanchard.)
"Originally published in the United Kingdom by Stripes Publishing in ...
2019"--Title page verso.
Chris Riddell's Goth Girl and the Ghost of a Mouse is the beautifully
illustrated winner of the Costa Children's Book Award. Full of adventure
and dark humour, it's perfect for all young Goths! Ada Goth is the only
child of Lord Goth. The two live together in the enormous Ghastly-Gorm
Hall. Lord Goth believes that children should be heard and not seen, so
Ada has to wear large clumpy boots so that he can always hear her coming.
This makes it hard for her to make friends and, if she's honest, she's rather
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lonely. Then one day William and Emily Cabbage come to stay at the house
and, together with a ghostly mouse called Ishmael, the three children begin
to unravel a dastardly plot that Maltravers, the mysterious indoor
gamekeeper, is hatching. Ada and her friends must work together to foil
Maltravers before it's too late! Continue this deliciously dark series with
Goth Girl and the Fete Worse Than Death and Goth Girl and the Wuthering
Fright.
Mystery and Mayhem
Another Astounding Adventure of Horatio Lyle
Policies and problems
The Doomsday Machine
The Christian Faith
Painting brings joy in a moment of grief in this moving and ultimately
uplifting story inspired by the life of French portrait artist Elisabeth
Louise Vigee Le Brun.
Enthralling children's fiction for everyone who loves Robin Steven's
Murder Most Unladylike Mysteries and Frances Hardinge's The Lie Tree.
Twelve mysteries. Twelve authors. One challenge: can YOU solve the
crimes before the heroes of the stories? These are twelve brand-new
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short stories from twelve of the best children's crime writers writing
today. These creepy, hilarious, brain-boggling, heart-pounding
mysteries feature daring, brilliant young detectives, and this anthology
is a must for fans of crime fiction and detection, especially the Murder
Most Unladylike Mysteries, The Roman Mysteries and The Mystery of
the Clockwork Sparrow. The Crime Club are twelve UK-based authors
who are mad about crime fiction. Clementine Beauvais, Elen Caldecott,
Susie Day, Julia Golding, Frances Hardinge, Caroline Lawrence, Helen
Moss, Sally Nicholls, Kate Pankhurst, Robin Stevens, Harriet Whitehorn
and Katherine Woodfine can be found anywhere there is a mystery to
be solved, a puzzle to be cracked or a bun to be eaten, and they are
always ready for the next puzzling case.
A fast-paced historical mystery adventure for readers aged 9+ years,
with gorgeous Edwardian period detail. Perfect for fans of Chris
Riddell's Goth Girl series, Enid Blyton and Robin Stevens's Murder Most
Unladylike series. You are cordially invited to Sinclair's Midnight
Peacock Ball! The festive season has come to Sinclair's and Sophie and
Lil are spending the holidays at snowy Winter Hall. But it turns out that
this is no ordinary house party . . . As sinister secrets come to light, our
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intrepid heroines find themselves faced with a more baffling mystery
than ever before! With the help of their friends, can they uncover the
truth in time to foil a truly diabolical plot? Or will Mr Sinclair's New
Year's Eve Midnight Peacock Ball spell disaster for the dauntless young
detectives? Prepare for shocks and surprises in the thrilling conclusion
to the Sinclair's Mysteries! ****** Praise for The Clockwork Sparrow: 'A
wonderful book, with a glorious heroine and a true spirit of adventure' Katherine Rundell, author of Rooftoppers 'A real page-turner, it has
murders, spies and gangs of thieves. Thrilling!' - Indiana, aged 10
years, LoveReadingforKids reviewer 'Dastardliness on a big scale is
uncovered in this well-plotted, evocative novel' - Nicolette Jones, The
Sunday Times 'It's a dashing plot, an atmospheric setting and an
extensive and imaginative cast. Katherine Woodfine handles it all with
aplomb' - Julia Eccleshare, Guardian 'An incredible read full of mystery,
wonder and adventure...This is now one of my top ten.' - Celeste, age
13 years, LoveReading4Kids reviewer The Midnight Peacock is the
fourth book in the Sinclair's Mysteries quartet. The other two books are
the bestselling The Clockwork Sparrow, The Jewelled Moth and The
Painted Dragon. Katherine Woodfine is a true champion of children's
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literature. Until 2015 she was Arts Project Manager for Booktrust,
where she project-managed the Children's Laureateship and YALC, the
UK's first Young Adult Literature Convention, curated by Malorie
Blackman. She is part of the founding team at Down the Rabbit Hole, a
monthly show for Resonance FM discussing children's literature.
Katherine blogs at followtheyellow.co.uk. She lives in London.
Tavistock Press was established as a co-operative venture between the
Tavistock Institute and Routledge & Kegan Paul (RKP) in the 1950s to
produce a series of major contributions across the social sciences. This
volume is part of a 2001 reissue of a selection of those important
works which have since gone out of print, or are difficult to locate.
Published by Routledge, 112 volumes in total are being brought
together under the name The International Behavioural and Social
Sciences Library: Classics from the Tavistock Press. Reproduced here in
facsimile, this volume was originally published in 1972 and is available
individually. The collection is also available in a number of themed minisets of between 5 and 13 volumes, or as a complete collection.
A Malay-English Dictionary
The Book of Public Arms
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Social Science and Government
Goth Girl and the Ghost of a Mouse
They Call Me Carpenter: A Tale of the Second Coming
A fast-paced historical mystery adventure for readers aged 9+, with gorgeous Edwardian
period detail. Perfect for fans of Chris Riddell, Enid Blyton and Robin Stevens. The follow up to
Katherine Woodfine's bestselling debut novel, The Mystery of the Clockwork Sparrow. THE
HONOUR OF YOUR COMPANY IS REQUESTED AT LORD BEAUCASTLE’S FANCY
DRESS BALL. Wonder at the puzzling disappearance of the Jewelled Moth! Marvel as our
heroines, Sophie and Lil, don cunning disguises, mingle in high society and munch many
cucumber sandwiches to solve this curious case! Applaud their bravery as they follow a trail of
terrible secrets that leads straight to London’s most dangerous criminal mastermind, and could
put their own lives at risk . . . It will be the most thrilling event of the season! *** Cover and
interior illustrations by Júlia Sardà. Praise for The Mystery of the Clockwork Sparrow: 'A
wonderful book, with a glorious heroine and a true sprit of adventure’ – Katherine Rundell,
author of Rooftoppers ‘A real page-turner, it has murders, spies and gangs of thieves.
Thrilling!’ – Indiana, aged 10, LoveReadingforKids reviewer 'Dastardliness on a big scale is
uncovered in this well-plotted, evocative novel' - Nicolette Jones, The Sunday Times 'It's a
dashing plot, an atmospheric setting and an extensive and imaginative cast. Katherine
Woodfine handles it all with aplomb' - Julia Eccleshare, Guardian 'An incredible read full of
mystery, wonder and adventure...This is now one of my top ten.' - Celeste, age 13,
LoveReading4Kids reviewer Katherine Woodfine is a true champion of children’s literature.
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Until 2015 she was Arts Project Manager for Booktrust, where she project-managed the
Children's Laureateship and YALC, the UK’s first Young Adult Literature Convention, curated
by Malorie Blackman. She is part of the founding team at Down the Rabbit Hole, a monthly
show for Resonance FM discussing children’s literature. Katherine blogs at
followtheyellow.co.uk. She lives in London.
Before Verity . . . there was Julie. When fifteen-year-old Julia Beaufort-Stuart wakes up in the
hospital, she knows the lazy summer break she'd imagined won't be exactly what she
anticipated. And once she returns to her grandfather's estate, a bit banged up but alive, she
begins to realize that her injury might not have been an accident. One of her family's
employees is missing, and he disappeared on the very same day she landed in the hospital.
Desperate to figure out what happened, she befriends Euan McEwen, the Scottish Traveler
boy who found her when she was injured, and his standoffish sister, Ellen. As Julie grows
closer to this family, she witnesses firsthand some of the prejudices they've grown used to-a
stark contrast to her own upbringing-and finds herself exploring thrilling new experiences that
have nothing to do with a missing-person investigation. Her memory of that day returns to her
in pieces, and when a body is discovered, her new friends are caught in the crosshairs of longheld biases about Travelers. Julie must get to the bottom of the mystery in order to keep them
from being framed for the crime. This exhilarating coming-of-age story, a prequel to the Printz
Honor Book Code Name Verity, returns to a beloved character just before she first takes flight.
Inventor, scientist, and occasional sleuth, Horatio Lyle, leads his friends, Tess and Thomas, in
a race to save a mysterious, mystical sect from mass murder, despite his own dislike of their
irrational views.
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There seem to be some odd things going on in the city of London, lately. Take the murders, for
instance; quite peculiar. And those missing statues - what's going on there? And shouldn't
Saint Paul's have a roof? Odd. . . Horatio Lyle, of course, is no stranger to. . . well,
strangeness. In fact, he finds the lure of the unknown quite invigorating. But having just
survived the most frightening episode in his life, the last thing he wants is that pompous Lord
Lincoln sticking his nose in again and demanding that he take on another case the police are
too thick to solve. Of course, His Lordship can be painfully persuasive at times, so it should
come as no surprise that Lyle, along with his young proteges Tess (the thief) and Thomas (the
toff), and his faithful hound Tate (the smart one), is soon up to his cravat in events of a
singularly unscientific nature. Actually, it would all be terribly exciting if only they weren't trying
to kill him.
The London Eye Mystery
Beyond the River
The Pearl Thief
A Complete Encyclopædia of All Royal, Territorial, Municipal, Corporate, Official, and
Impersonal Arms
Longbow Girl

1945. War has ended, but for sisters Isobel and Flora the struggles still continue.
They ve lost their father and had their home destroyed in a bombing raid, and now
they must go to live with their aunt and her awful husband Mr Godfrey in their
ancestral home, Splint Hall. From the moment of their arrival it seems that this is a
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place shrouded in mysteries and secrets. Who are the strange men who arrive with
packages at night? What is the source of the strange blue sparks coming from the
ground? And why do the locals seem to hate their family so much? As the girls begin
to unearth an ancient myth and family secret, the adventure of a lifetime begins.
A beautiful and classic anthology of frosty, magical short stories from acclaimed
children s writers. The Dreamsnatcher s Abi Elphinstone heads up this gorgeous
collection of wintery stories, featuring snow queens, frost fairs, snow dragons and
pied pipers . . . from classic children s writers Michelle Magorian, Geraldine
McCaughrean, Jamila Gavin, Berlie Doherty, Katherine Woodfine, Piers Torday, Lauren
St John, Amy Alward, Michelle Harrison and Emma Carroll. Captures all the
excitement of the season The Guardian An unmissable, enchanting treat of a
collection that will be enjoyed for years to come, by readers of all ages.
Until the middle of the last century, London's social calendar was dominated by 'the
Season', a round of social events and parties during which the daughters of the upper
classes made their 'debuts'. Debutantes and their families descended on the capital
from all over Britain to take part in this elaborate process that in its blend of glamour,
great privilege and archaic and sometimes comic ritual is emblematic of a world now
lost. From the preparations and formalities of court presentation to the exhausting
round of parties that followed, Debutantes and the London Season is a detailed look
at a phenomenon that was central to the lives of generations of privileged young
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ladies.
All aboard the train to Paris! It's 1911, and the young detectives of TAYLOR & ROSE are
turning their talents to ESPIONAGE. On a case for the mysterious SECRET SERVICE
BUREAU, the daring MISS SOPHIE TAYLOR and MISS LILIAN ROSE must leave London
for the boulevards and grand hotels of Paris. But DANGER lurks beneath the bright
lights of the city--and INTRIGUE and MURDER lie in store. As airplanes soar in the skies
overhead, our heroines will need to put all their spy skills to the test to face the PERIL
that awaits them.
The Secret of Splint Hall
An Odyssey
Rose's Dress of Dreams
Number 2 in series

The fourth and final adventure in the brilliant Taylor & Rose series by bestselling
author, Katherine Woodfine. For fans of The Sinclair Mysteries and Murder Most
Unladylike series Top secret agents, Sophie Taylor and Lil Rose have set sail to New
York City on an elegant ocean liner, ready to face their enemies and settle old scores.
These two brave friends will need all of their detective skills, courage and derring-do as
they race against time to rescue a beloved friend ...
The Clockwork Sparrow, follows the adventures of recently orphaned fourteen-year-old
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Sophie, a shop girl at the newly opened Sinclair's Department Store in London. Just as
she's settling into her new life, a priceless object is stolen, a young man is attacked and
Sophie is implicated in the crime. Combining mystery, adventure and friendship with a
sumptuous Edwardian setting, The Clockwork Sparrow is an absolute joy of a book,
transporting the reader to a world of heady glamour offset by a murky criminal
underground. It's Nancy Drew with a PBS twist, and readers of all ages will adore the
cast of exceptionally likeable characters.
The Supreme Court A to Z offers accessible information about the Supreme Court,
including its history, traditions, organization, dynamics, and personalities. The entries in
The Supreme Court A to Z are arranged alphabetically and are extensively crossreferenced to related information. This volume also has a detailed index, reference
materials on Supreme Court nominations, a seat chart of the justices, the U.S.
Constitution, online sources of decisions, and a bibliography to help simplify research.
The fifth edition of The Supreme Court A to Z has been thoroughly updated to
incorporate coverage of significant new cases and recent changes on the bench and
includes more than 350 alphabetized entries. Presented in an engaging reader-friendly
design, this edition includes: Biographies of recently appointed Associate Justices Elena
Kagan and Sonia Sotomayor, plus revised biographies for recently retired Associate
Justices David Souter and John Paul Stevens Updated entries on key issues and concepts,
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including abortion, campaigns and elections, civil rights, class action, due process,
freedom of the press, reapportionment and redistricting, school desegregation, and war
powers A new entry on media and the Court, which highlights the Court's online
presence New feature boxes on 2011 decisions Updated seat charts of the justices, online
sources for finding decisions, and a selected bibliography An appendix with historic
milestones of the Court The Supreme Court A to Z is part of CQ Press’s five-volume
American Government A to Z series. The series is useful to anyone who has an interest
in national government and politics.
Orphan Edie King is sent to Knight’s Haddon – a castle-like boarding school – to keep a
watchful eye on Anastasia, the unhappy daughter of a Russian prince. Before long,
Edie is caught up in a sinister mystery and a kidnap plot – which it’s up to her to stop.
A Dancer's Dream
The Glass Bird Girl
The Starspun Web
The Haunters of the Silences
The Mystery of the Midnight Peacock
Ted and Kat watched their cousin Salim board the London Eye. But after half an hour
it landed and everyone trooped off–except Salim. Where could he have gone? How on
earth could he have disappeared into thin air? Ted and his older sister, Kat, become
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sleuthing partners, since the police are having no luck. Despite their prickly
relationship, they overcome their differences to follow a trail of clues across London
in a desperate bid to find their cousin. And ultimately it comes down to Ted, whose
brain works in its own very unique way, to find the key to the mystery. This is an
unput-downable spine-tingling thriller–a race against time.
Mothers in all their splendid variety are celebrated in Justin Coe's sparkling new
collection of poems. Following up on the success of his Dictionary of Dads (2017),
Justin Coe's new collection of poems focuses on Mums, in all their variety. In fact
around 50 different Mums feature in verses that are sometimes tender, often comic,
and always witty and observant of real life.
The stunningly written start to an exciting new trilogy about a smart, strong, bold girl
who travels back in time to protect her family's past and ensure its future using her
archery skills. Set in the wilds of the Welsh mountains, the brave and beautiful
longbow girl, Merry Owen, discovers a river that takes her back in time to the
autocratic kingdom of King Henry VIII. While there she finds she must compete in an
archery tournament to save her ancestors' land from being seized by their
aristocratic neighbors the de Courcys. Merry's best friend James de Courcy (and heir
to the de Courcy wealth) follows her back in time and the two get tangled up in their
families' ancient histories. There are forces working against them both in the past
and the present. Will they be able to survive their pasts to save their futures?
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Peril in Paris
The Obsidian Dagger: Being the Further Extraordinary Adventures of Horatio Lyle
Links in the Chain of Life
Building and Equipping the Garden and Small Farm Workshop
Sophie Takes to the Sky
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